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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to introduce two new classes of multifunctions called almost
ı-semicontinuous multifunctions and weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunctions which are gener-
alization of ı-semicontinuous multifunctions. In this paper we obtain several properties of such
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1. INTRODUCTION
Weaker and stronger forms of open sets play an important role in topologically
spaces. By using these sets many authors introduced and studied various types of
generalizations of continuity. In this paper, we introduce the notions of almost and
weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunctions and investigate the relationships among ı-
semicontinuity, almost ı-semicontinuity and weakly ı-semicontinuity for multifunc-
tions.
In this paper, the spaces X and Y mean topological spaces on which no separation
axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. For a subset A of X , cl.A/ and int.A/
represent the closure of A and the interior of A, respectively.
A subset A of a space X is said to be regular open if A D int.cl.A// [15]. The
complement of a regular open set is said to be regular closed. The ı-interior [16] of
a subsetA of .X;/ is the union of all regular open sets ofX contained inA is denoted
by ı-int.A/. A subset A is called ı-open [16] if AD ı-int.A/. The complement of
ı-open set is called ı-closed. The ı-closure of a subset A is defined by fx 2 X W
A\ int.cl.U //¤¿, U 2  and x 2 U g and is denoted by ı-cl.A/.
A subset A of a space X is said to be ı-semiopen [10] (resp., semi-open [4], pre-
open [6], ˇ-open [1]) if A cl.ı-int.A// (resp., A cl.int.A//, A int.cl.A//, A
cl.int.cl.A///). The family of all ı-semiopen (resp., semi-open, preopen, ˇ-open, ı-
open, ı-semiclosed) sets ofX is denoted by ıSO.X/ (resp., SO.X/, PO.X/, ˇO.X/,
ıO.X/, ıSC.X/). The family of all ı-semiopen (resp., semi-open, ı-semiclosed) sets
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ofX containing a point x 2X is denoted by ıSO.X;x/ (resp., SO.X;x/, ıSC.X;x/).
The complement of a ı-semiopen set is said to be ı-semiclosed. The intersection of
all ı-semiclosed sets (resp., semi-closed) of X containing A is called the ı-semiclo-
sure [10] (resp., semi-closure [2]) of A and is denoted by ı-scl.A/ (resp., scl.A/).
The union of all ı-semiopen (resp., semi-open) sets of X contained in A is called ı-
semi-interior (resp., semi-interior) of A and is denoted by ı-sint.A/ (resp., sint.A/).
Definition 1. A multifunction F WX ! Y is said to be:
(1) upper quasi-continuous [12] if for each x 2 X and each open set V of Y
containing F.x/, there exists U 2 SO.X;x/ such that F.U / V ,
(2) lower quasi-continuous [12] if for each x 2X and each open set V of Y such
that F.x/\V ¤ ¿, there exists U 2 SO.X;x/ such that F.u/\V ¤ ¿ for
every u 2 U .
Definition 2. For a multifunction F WX ! Y , the graph multifunction GF WX !
XY is defined in the following way: GF .x/D fxgF.x/ for every x 2X , and the
subset
˚fxgF.x/ W x 2 X	  X Y is called the multigraph of F and is denoted
by G.F / [14].
Definition 3. A multifunction F WX ! Y is said to be:
(1) lower ı-semicontinuous [3] if for each x 2 X and each open set V such that
x 2 F .V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that U 
F .V /,
(2) upper ı-semicontinuous [3] if for each x 2 X and each open set V such
that x 2 FC.V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that
U  FC.V /.
Lemma 1 ([7, 9]). For a multifunction F WX ! Y , the following assertions hold:
(1) GCF .AB/D A\FC.B/,
(2) G F .AB/D A\F .B/ for any subsets AX and B  Y .
Lemma 2 ([7]). scl.V /D int.cl.V // for every preopen set V of a space X .
2. ALMOST AND WEAKLY ı-SEMICONTINUOUS MULTIFUNCTIONS
In this section, characterizations of almost and weakly ı-semicontinuous multi-
functions and properties of them are introduced.
Definition 4. A multifunction F WX ! Y is said to be:
(1) lower almost ı-semicontinuous if for each x 2 X and each open set V such
that x 2 F .V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that U 
F .int.cl.V ///,
(2) upper almost ı-semicontinuous if for each x 2 X and each open set V such
that x 2 FC.V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that
U  FC.int.cl.V ///.
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Theorem 1. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
(2) FC.int.cl.V /// 2 ıSO.X/ for any open set V  Y ,
(3) F .cl.int.K/// 2 ıSC.X/ for any closed set K  Y ,
(4) FC.G/ 2 ıSO.X/ for any regular open set G of Y ,
(5) F .K/ 2 ıSC.X/ for any regular closed set K of Y ,
(6) for each x 2 X and each open set V containing F.x/, there exists a ı-
semiopen set U containing x such that F.U / scl.V /,
(7) FC.V / ı-sint.FC.scl.V /// for every open set V in Y ,
(8) ı-scl.F .sint.K/// F .K/ for every closed set K of Y ,
(9) ı-scl.F .cl.int.K//// F .K/ for every closed set K of Y ,
(10) ı-scl.F .V // F .cl.V // for every V 2 ˇO.Y /,
(11) ı-scl.F .V // F .cl.V // for every V 2 SO.Y /,
(12) FC.V / ı-sint.FC.int.cl.V //// for every V 2 PO.Y /.
Proof. (1) (2): Let V be any open set of Y and x 2FC.int.cl.V ///. By (1), there
exists Ux 2 ıSO.X;x/ such that Ux  FC.int.cl.V ///. Hence, FC.int.cl.V /// 2
ıSO.X/.
(2) (1): Let V be any open set of Y and x 2 FC.V /. By (2), FC.int.cl.V /// 2
ıSO.X/. Take U D FC.int.cl.V ///. Then, F.U /  int.cl.V //. Hence, F is upper
almost ı-semicontinuous.
(2),(3): Let K be any closed set of Y . Then, Y nK is an open set of Y . By
(2), FC.int.cl.Y nK/// 2 ıSO.X/. Since int.cl.Y nK//D Y ncl.int.K//, it follows
that FC.int.cl.Y nK/// D X nF .cl.int.K///. We obtain that F .cl.int.K/// is
ı-semiclosed in X . The converse implication is proved by analogy.
(2),(4), (3),(5): Obvious.
(1),(6): Let x 2X and V be an open set containing F.x/. By (1) and Lemma 2,
there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that U  FC.scl.V //. The con-
verse implication is obtained similarly.
(5) (7): Let V be an open set in Y and x 2 FC.V /. Then we have F.x/ V 
scl.V / and hence x 2FC.scl.V //DX nF .Y nscl.V //. Since Y nscl.V / is regular
closed, then F .Y n scl.V // is ı-semiclosed in Y . Therefore, FC.scl.V // is ı-
semiopen and hence x 2 ı-sint.FC.scl.V ///. Consequently, we obtain FC.V / ı-
sint.FC.scl.V ///.
(7) (8): Let K be any closed set of Y . Then, since Y nK is open, we obtain
X nF .K/D FC.Y nK/ ı-sint.FC.scl.Y nK///D ı-sint.FC.Y n sint.K///D
ı-sint.X nF .sint.K/// D X n ı-scl.F .sint.K///. We thus obtain the inclusion
ı-scl.F .sint.K/// F .K/.
(8) (9): Since sint.K/D cl.int.K// for every closed set K, the proof is obvious.
(9) (5): Let K be any regular closed set in Y . Then ı-scl.F .cl.int.K////D ı-
scl.F .K// F .K/. We obtain that F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous.
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(5) (10): Let V be any ˇ-open set in Y . Since cl.V / is regular closed, F .cl.V //
is ı-semiclosed and F .V / F .cl.V //. Hence, ı-scl.F .V // F .cl.V //.
(10) (11): Obvious.
(11) (12): Let V be a preopen set. Then we have the inclusions V  int.cl.V //
and cl.int.Y nV //Y nV . Moreover, since the set cl.int.Y nV // is semi-open, it fol-
lows that X n ı-sint.FC.int.cl.V ////D ı-scl.X nFC.int.cl.V ////D ı-scl.F .Y n
int.cl.V ////D ı-scl.F .cl.int.Y nV //// F .cl.int.Y nV /// F .Y nV /X n
FC.V /. Hence, we obtain FC.V / ı-sint.FC.int.cl.V ////.
(12) (4): Let V be a regular open set. Since V is preopen, we get FC.V /  ı-
sint.FC.int.cl.V ////D ı-sint.FC.V //. Hence, FC.V / is ı-semiopen. 
Theorem 2. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) F is lower almost ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
(2) F .int.cl.V /// 2 ıSO.X/ for any open set V  Y ,
(3) FC.cl.int.K/// 2 ıSC.X/ for any closed set K  Y ,
(4) F .G/ 2 ıSO.X/ for any regular open set G of Y ,
(5) FC.K/ 2 ıSC.X/ for any regular closed set K of Y ,
(6) for each x 2 X and each open set V such that F.x/\V ¤ ¿, there exists
a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that F.u/\ scl.V / ¤ ¿ for every
u 2 U ,
(7) F .V / ı-sint.F .scl.V /// for every open set V in Y ,
(8) ı-scl.FC.sint.K/// FC.K/ for every closed set K of Y ,
(9) ı-scl.FC.cl.int.K//// FC.K/ for every closed set K of Y ,
(10) ı-scl.FC.V // FC.cl.V // for every V 2 ˇO.Y /,
(11) ı-scl.FC.V // FC.cl.V // for every V 2 SO.Y /,
(12) F .V / ı-sint.F .int.cl.V //// for every V 2 PO.Y /.
Proof. It is similar to that of the previous theorem. 
Definition 5. A multifunction F WX ! Y is said to be:
(1) lower weakly ı-semicontinuous if for each x 2 X and each open set V of Y
such that x 2 F .V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that
U  F .cl.V //,
(2) upper weakly ı-semicontinuous if for each x 2 X and each open set V of Y
such that x 2 FC.V /, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that
U  FC.cl.V //.
Theorem 3. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
(2) for each x 2 X and each open set V containing F.x/, there exists a ı-
semiopen set U containing x such that F.U / cl.V /,
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(3) FC.V / cl.ı-int.FC.cl.V //// for any open set V ,
(4) int.ı-cl.F .V /// F .cl.V // for any open set V ,
(5) int.ı-cl.F .int.K//// F .K/ for any closed set K,
(6) ı-scl.F .int.K/// F .K/ for any closed set K,
(7) ı-scl.F .int.cl.B//// F .cl.B// for any subset B ,
(8) FC.int.B// ı-sint.FC.cl.int.B//// for any subset B ,
(9) FC.V / ı-sint.FC.cl.V /// for any open set V ,
(10) ı-scl.F .V // F .cl.V // for any open set V .
Proof. (1),(2): Obvious.
(1) (3): Let V be any open set and x 2 FC.V /. Then F.x/  V . By (1), there
exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that U  FC.cl.V //. Since U is ı-
semiopen, we have x 2 U  cl.ı-int.U // cl.ı-int.FC.cl.V ////.
(3) (4): Let V be any open set. Then we get
X nF .cl.V //D FC.Y n cl.V // cl.ı-int.FC.cl.Y n cl.V /////
D cl.ı-int.FC.Y n int.cl.V ///// cl.ı-int.FC.Y nV ///
D cl.ı-int.X nF .V ///DX n int.ı-cl.F .V ///:
Hence, we obtain int.ı-cl.F .V /// F .cl.V //.
(4) (5): Let K be any closed set. Since int.K/ is open, int.ı-cl.F .int.K////
F .cl.int.K/// F .K/.
(5) (6): LetK be any closed set. Then we have int.ı-cl.F .int.K////F .K/
and F .int.K//  F .K/. Since the equality ı-scl.F .int.K///D F .int.K//[
int.ı-cl.F .int.K//// holds, we obtain ı-scl.F .int.K/// F .K/.
(6) (7): Let B be any subset of Y , then cl.B/ is closed in Y . Thus we obtain
ı-scl.F .int.cl.B//// F .cl.B//.
(7) (8): LetB be any subset of Y . Then, we obtainFC.int.B//DX nF .cl.Y n
B//X n ı-scl.F .int.cl.Y nB////D ı-sint.FC.cl.int.B////.
(8) (9): Obvious.
(9) (10): Let V be any open set. By (9), we get
ı-scl.F .V // ı-scl.F .int.cl.V ////D ı-scl.X nFC.Y n int.cl.V ////
DX n ı-sint.FC.Y n int.cl.V ////DX n ı-sint.FC.cl.Y n cl.V ////
X nFC.Y n cl.V //D F .cl.V //:
Hence, ı-scl.F .V // F .cl.V //.
(10) (1): Let V be any open set and F.x/  V . Set U D ı-sint.FC.cl.V ///.
Then we have U D ı-sint.FC.cl.V ///DX nı-scl.F .Y ncl.V ///X nF .cl.Y n
cl.V /// D FC.int.cl.V ///  FC.V / and x 2 FC.V /. Hence, U 2 ıSO.X;x/ and
F.U / cl.V /. This shows that F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous. 
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The following examples show that these implications are not reversible.
Example 1. Let X D fa;b;cg. Let  be a topology on X given by the relation  D˚
¿;X;fag;fcg;fa;cg;fb;cg	. Define the multifunction F WX ! X by F.a/ D fag,
F.b/D fbg and F.c/D fcg. Then F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous but not upper
ı-semicontinuous.
Example 2. Let X D fa;b;c;dg. Let  be a topology on X given by the rela-
tion  D ˚¿;X;fag;fcg;fa;bg;fa;cg;fa;b;cg;fa;c;dg	. Define the multifunction
F WX ! X by F.a/ D fa;bg, F.b/ D fdg, F.c/ D fa;c;dg and F.d/ D fa;c;dg.
Then F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous but not upper almost ı-semicontinuous.
We refer the reader to [3] for an example concerning the remaining implication.
Theorem 4. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) F is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
(2) for each x 2 X and each open set V such that F.x/\V ¤ ¿, there exists
a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that if y 2U , then F.y/\cl.V /¤¿,
(3) F .V / cl.ı-int.F .cl.V //// for any open set V ,
(4) int.ı-cl.FC.V /// FC.cl.V // for any open set V ,
(5) int.ı-cl.FC.int.K//// FC.K/ for any closed set K,
(6) ı-scl.FC.int.K/// FC.K/ for any closed set K,
(7) ı-scl.FC.int.cl.B//// FC.cl.B// for any subset B ,
(8) F .int.B// ı-sint.F .cl.int.B//// for any subset B ,
(9) F .V / ı-sint.F .cl.V /// for any open set V ,
(10) ı-scl.FC.V // FC.cl.V // for any open set V .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let F WX !Qi2I Xi be a multifunction from a topological space X
to the product space
Q
i2I Xi and let pi W
Q
i2I Xi ! Xi be the projection for each
i 2 I . If F is upper (lower) weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction, then pi ıF is
upper (resp., lower) weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction for each i 2 I .
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Proof. We shall prove this only for the upper continuity.







. Take x 2 .pi0 ıF /C.Vi0/. Since F is upper weakly ı-semi-
continuous and Vi0 
Q
i2I Xi is an open set, there exists a ı-semiopen set U con-
taining x such that U  FC.cl.Vi0 
Q
i2I Xi //. Since FC.cl.Vi0 
Q







.cl.Vi0//, then pi0 ıF is upper weakly ı-semi-
continuous multifunction. 
Theorem 6. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction and let S be a ı-open set in X .
If F is a lower (upper) weakly ı-semicontinuous, then the restriction multifunction
F jS WS ! Y is a lower (resp., upper) weakly ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. Suppose that V is an open set in Y . Let x 2 S and let x 2 .F jS / .V /.
Since F is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction, it follows that there exists
aı-semiopen set G such that x 2 G  F .cl.V //. We obtain x 2 G\S 2 ıSO.S/
and G\S  .F jS / .cl.V //. Thus, we show that the restriction multifunction F jS
is a lower weakly ı-semicontinuous.
The proof of the upper weakly ı-semicontinuity of F jS is similar to that given
above. 
Theorem 7. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. If the graph multifunction of F is
upper weakly ı-semicontinuous, then F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. Suppose that GF WX !X Y is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous. Let x 2
X and V be any open set of Y containing F.x/. Since X V is open in X Y and
GF .x/ X V , there exists U 2 ıSO.X;x/ such that GF .U / cl.X V /D X 
cl.V /. By Lemma 1, we haveU GCF .Xcl.V //DFC.cl.V // and F.U / cl.V /.
This shows that F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 8. A multifunction F WX ! Y is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous pro-
vided that GF WX !X Y is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. Suppose that GF is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous. Let x 2 X and V
be any open set of Y such that x 2 F .V /. Then X  V is open in X  Y and
GF .x/\ .X V /D .fxgF.x//\ .X V /D fxg .F.x/\V /¤¿. Since GF is
lower weakly ı-semicontinuous, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such
that U  G F .cl.X V //. Since G F .cl.X V // D G F .X  cl.V //, by Lemma 1,
we have U  F .cl.V //. This shows that F is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 9. Suppose that F1WX ! Y , F2WX ! Z are multifunctions. Let F1
F2WX! Y Z be a multifunction which is defined by .F1F2/.x/DF1.x/F2.x/
for each x 2 X . If F1F2 is upper (lower) weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
then F1 and F2 are upper (resp., lower) weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunctions.
Proof. Let x 2 X and let K  Y , H  Z be open sets such that x 2 FC1 .K/
and x 2 FC2 .H/. Then we obtain that F1.x/  K and F2.x/ H and so F1.x/
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F2.x/ D .F1 F2/.x/  K H . We have x 2 .F1 F2/C.K H/. Since F1 
F2 is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunction, it follows that there exists a ı-
semiopen set U containing x such that U  .F1F2/C.cl.KH//. We obtain that
U  FC1 .cl.K// and U  FC2 .cl.H//. Thus, we obtain that F1 and F2 are upper
weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunctions.
The proof of the lower weakly  -continuity of F1 and F2 is similar to that pre-
sented above. 
Definition 6. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction. The multigraph G.F / is said to
be ıs-graph in X Y if for each .x;y/ … G.F /, there exist ı-semiopen set U and
open set V containing x and y, respectively, such that .U V /\G.F /D¿.
Definition 7. A subset A of a topological space X is said to be ˛-paracompact
[17] if every cover of A by open sets of X is refined by a cover of A which consists
of open sets of X and is locally finite in X .
Furthermore, a multifunction F W.X;/! .Y;/ is called punctually ˛-paracom-
pact [13] if F.x/ is ˛-paracompact for each point x 2X .
Theorem 10. Let F W.X;/! .Y;/ be an upper weakly ı-semicontinuous and
punctually ˛-paracompact multifunction into a Hausdorff space .Y;/. Then the
multigraph G.F / of F is a ıs-graph in X Y .
Proof. Suppose that .x0;y0/ … G.F /. Then y0 … F.x0/. Since .Y;/ is a Haus-
dorff space, for each y 2 F.x0/, there exist open sets V.y/ and W.y/ contain-
ing y and y0, respectively, such that V.y/\W.y/ D ¿. The family fV.y/ W y 2
F.x0/g is an open cover of F.x0/ which is ˛-paracompact. Thus, it has a locally
finite open refinement ˚ D fUˇ W ˇ 2 I g which covers F.x0/. Let W0 be an open
neighborhood of y0 such that W0 intersects only finitely many members Uˇ1 , Uˇ2 ,
: : : , Uˇn of ˚ . Choose y1, y2, : : : , yn in F.x0/ such that Uˇi  V.yi / for each
i D 1;2; : : : ;n and set W D W0 \ .\niD1W.yi //. Then W is an open neighbor-
hood of y0 with W \
 [ˇ2IUˇ  D ¿, which implies that W \ cl.[ˇ2IUˇ / D ¿.
By the upper weakly ı-semicontinuity of F , there exists U 2 ıSO.X;x0/ such that
F.U / cl.[ˇ2IUˇ /. It follows that .U W /\G.F /D¿. Hence, the graph G.F /
is a ıs-graph in X Y . 
Definition 8. A spaceX is said to be semi-connected [11] if it cannot be expressed
as the union of two non-empty disjoint semiopen sets.
Lemma 3 ([8]). For a space X , the following properties are equivalent:
(1) X is semi-connected,
(2) X cannot be expressed as the union of two nonempty disjoint ı-semiopen
sets.
Theorem 11. Let F be a multifunction from a semi-connected topological space
X onto a topological space Y such that F is point connected. If F is upper almost
ı-semicontinuous multifunction, then Y is a connected space.
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Proof. Let F WX ! Y be a upper almost ı-semicontinuous multifunction from
a semi-connected topological space X onto a topological space Y . Suppose that Y is
not connected and let Y DH [K be a partition of Y . Then both H and K are open
and closed subsets of Y . Since F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous multifunction,
FC.H/ and FC.K/ are ı-semiopen subsets of X . In view of the fact that FC.H/,
FC.K/ are disjoint and F is point connected, X D FC.H/[FC.K/ is a partition
of X . This is contrary to the semi-connectedness of X . Hence, it is obtained that Y
is a connected space. 
Definition 9. A topological space .X;/ is said to be semi-T2 [5] if, for each
distinct points x;y 2 X , there exist semiopen sets U and V containing x and y,
respectively, such that U \V D¿.
Lemma 4 ([8]). For a space X , the following properties are equivalent:
(1) X is semi-T2,
(2) for each distinct points x;y 2 X , there exist U;V 2 ıSO.X/ containing x
and y, respectively, such that U \V D¿.
Theorem 12. Let F WX ! Y be an upper almost ı-semicontinuous multifunction
and point closed from a topological spaceX to a normal topological space Y and let
F.x/\F.y/D¿ for each distinct pair x;y 2X . Then X is a semi-T2.
Proof. Let x and y be any two distinct points in X . Then we have F.x/\F.y/D
¿. Since Y is a normal space, it follows that there exists disjoints open sets U and V
containing F.x/ and F.y/, respectively. Thus FC.int.cl.U /// and FC.int.cl.V ///
are disjoint ı-semiopen sets containing x and y, respectively. Thus, it is obtained that
X is semi-T2. 
Recall that the ı-semifrontier of a subset A of a space X , denoted by ı-sfr.A/, is
defined by ı-sfr.A/D ı-scl.A/\ ı-scl.X nA/D ı-scl.A/n ı-sint.A/.
Theorem 13. The set all points of X at which a multifunction F WX ! Y is not
upper almost ı-semicontinuous (lower almost ı-semicontinuous) is identical with the
union of the ı-semifrontier of the upper (lower) inverse images of regular open sets
containing (meeting) F.x/.
Proof. Let x 2 X at which F is not upper almost ı-semicontinuous. Then there
exists a regular open set V of Y containing F.x/ such that U \ .X nFC.V // ¤
¿ for every U 2 ıSO.X;x/. Therefore, we have x 2 ı-scl.X nFC.V // D X n ı-
sint.FC.V // and x 2 FC.V /. Thus, we obtain x 2 ı-sfr.FC.V //.
Conversely, suppose that V is a regular open set of Y containing F.x/ such that
x 2 ı-sfr.FC.V //. If F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous at x, then there exists U 2
ıSO.X;x/ such that U  FC.V /; hence x 2 ı-sint.FC.V //. This is a contradiction
and hence F is not upper almost ı-semicontinuous at x.
The case of the lower almost ı-semicontinuity can be considered similarly. 
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3. RELATION BETWEEN TYPES OF ı-SEMICONTINUITY
In this section, the relationships among ı-semicontinuous multifunctions, almost
ı-semicontinuous multifunctions and weakly ı-semicontinuous multifunctions are
investigated.
Definition 10. A multifunction F WX ! Y is said to be almost ı-semiopen if
F.U / int.cl.F.U /// for every ı-semiopen set U in X .
Theorem 14. If a multifunction F WX! Y is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous and
almost ı-semiopen, then F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. Let V be an arbitrary open set containing F.x/. There exists a ı-semiopen
set U containing x such that F.U /  cl.V /. Since F is almost ı-semiopen, we
have F.U /  int.cl.F.U ///  int.cl.V //. It then follows that F is upper almost
ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 15. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction such that F.x/ is an open set of
Y for each x 2X . Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) F is lower ı-semicontinuous,
(2) F is lower almost ı-semicontinuous,
(3) F is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. (1) (2), (2) (3): Obvious.
(3) (1): Let x 2 X and V be an open set of Y such that F.x/\V ¤ ¿. Then
there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that F.u/\ cl.V / ¤ ¿ for each
u 2 U . Since F.u/ is open, F.u/\V ¤ ¿ for each u 2 U and hence F is lower
ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 16. If F WX ! Y is lower weakly ı-semicontinuous and there exists an
open basis 	 D fVi W i 2 I g of the topology for Y such that F .cl.Vi //  F .Vi /
for every i 2 I , then F is lower ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. Let 	 D fVi W i 2 I g be an open basis of the topology for Y such that
F .cl.Vi //  F .Vi / for every i 2 I . For any open set V , there exists a subset 	0
of 	 such that V D[i2	0Vi . Therefore, by Theorem 4, we obtain
F .V /D F .[i2	0Vi /D[i2	0F .Vi /[i2	0ı-sint.F .cl.Vi ///
[i2	0ı-sint.F .Vi // ı-sint.[i2	0F .Vi //
D ı-sint.F .[i2	0Vi //D ı-sint.F .V //:
This shows that F is lower ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 17. If F WX ! Y is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous and satisfies the
condition FC.cl.V //  FC.V / for every open set V of Y , then F is upper ı-
semicontinuous.
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Proof. Let V be any open set. Since F upper weakly ı-semicontinuous, we get the
inclusion FC.V / ı-sint.FC.cl.V /// and hence FC.V / ı-sint.FC.cl.V /// ı-
sint.FC.V //. Thus, FC.V / is ı-semiopen and F is upper ı-semicontinuous. 
Theorem 18. Let F WX ! Y be a multifunction such that F.x/ is closed in Y for
each x 2X and Y is normal. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous,
(2) F is upper almost ı-semicontinuous,
(3) F is upper ı-semicontinuous.
Proof. (3) (2), (2) (1): Obvious.
(1) (3): Suppose that F is upper weakly ı-semicontinuous. Let x 2 X and G
be an open set containing F.x/. Since F.x/ is closed in Y , by the normality of
Y , there exists an open set V such that F.x/  V  cl.V /  G. Since F is upper
weakly ı-semicontinuous, there exists a ı-semiopen set U containing x such that
F.U / cl.V /G. This shows that F is upper ı-semicontinuous. 
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